
 

Study provides new knowledge for managing
tree-killing bark beetles
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The northward march of the southern pine beetle can't be stopped by its main
predator, but forest risks can be predicted and better managed with a simple,
inexpensive monitoring program, according to a Dartmouth-led study. Credit:
Dartmouth College
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Outbreaks of the southern pine beetle can't be stopped by its main
predator, but risks to forests from this tree-killing insect can be
predicted with a simple, inexpensive monitoring program, according to a
study by Dartmouth College and other institutions.

The findings appear in the journal Ecography. The study included
researchers from Dartmouth, the U.S. Forest Service and Texas A&M
University.

The southern pine beetle has coexisted with North American pines for
millions of years, but recent warming of winter temperatures has allowed
the beetle's range to extend as far north as New York and Massachusetts.

The researchers used data from a forest monitoring program to evaluate
how forest risk varies from location to location and to evaluate whether
the southern pine beetle's natural predator, the checkered beetle, can
stop outbreaks. Their results show that southern pine beetle outbreaks
rise and fall remarkably synchronously across hundreds of miles. This
means that the risks in any year and any region can be predicted with a
simple, inexpensive monitoring program that measures their abundance
by using traps baited with the pheromones that the southern pine beetles
use themselves to find each other. The results also provide further
evidence that weather, such as the coldest night of the winter, influences
pest abundance and affects epidemics.
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Pine trees secrete resin to resist initial attacks by southern pine beetles, but the
trees almost always die as they are overwhelmed by thousands of attacking
beetles. Credit: Dartmouth College
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"The checkered beetle tracks the abundance of the southern pine beetle
very closely," says senior author Matt Ayres, a professor of biological
sciences at Dartmouth. "Unfortunately, the pest affects the predator
more than the predator affects the pest. Thus, the predator cannot be
relied upon to stop outbreaks and epidemics can persist for years, kill
enormous numbers of pine trees and change forests in ways that last for
decades or longer."

Pine beetle outbreaks have historically affected virtually all aspects of
southern pine ecosystems and caused incalculable costs to local
communities, state economies and the enormous forest products industry
based on southern pines. Now, the pest is killing pine trees much farther
north, raising major challenges to natural resource management and the
maintenance of ecosystem services.

"Our study provides a rare empirical assessment of how local processes
scale up to produce landscape patterns that influence forest ecology and
forest management," says lead author Aaron Weed, a former
postdoctoral researcher at Dartmouth and now an ecologist with the
National Park Service "Our findings confirm that inexpensive
monitoring that measures the abundance of southern pine beetles using
traps baited with the pheromones is an effective method of assessing
forest risks. Since the 19th century, the checkered beetle has been
considered as a possible natural biological control for suppressing
southern pine beetles, but our findings indicate that the predator cannot
be relied upon to stop outbreaks."

Fortunately, entomologists and forest managers have developed
techniques that do not require insecticides and can greatly reduce
impacts from southern pine beetles. These include removing individual
trees that are crowded with beetles and thinning overstocked forests
before they are infested.
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http://www.dartmouth.edu/~mpayres/
https://phys.org/tags/pine+beetles/


 

"One challenge is that climate change has allowed the pest to expand its
range into more northerly regions, where landowners and forest
managers do not have experience with these techniques nor the resources
to implement them," Ayres says.

  More information: Aaron S. Weed et al. Spatio-temporal dynamics of
a tree-killing beetle and its predator, Ecography (2016). DOI:
10.1111/ecog.02046
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